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GLOSSARY

A Few Navajo Words

ahéhee’: Thank you

atsáeelchii: Red tailed hawk

bilagáana: A white person

chindii: Spirit of a dead person

Diné: Navajo people’s word for themselves

Dinétah: Navajo homeland

Ghaaji’: October, the month of the “Separation of Seasons” and in  
Diné culture the beginning of the New Year

hastiin: Term of respect for an elderly man

hatałii: A person who knows the sacred healing ceremonies, a 
“medicine man”

hogan: A traditional six sided Navajo home used for ceremonies

hózhó: Loosely translated as peace, balance, beauty, and harmony

Hwéeldi: The time of sorrow or the Long Walk, a reference to the Navajos’ 
forced removal from their traditional homelands and imprisonment at 
Bosque Redondo in southeastern New Mexico from 1863 to 1868
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Ma’ii: Coyote, the mythical trickster and Holy Person whose descendants 
still sing to the moon

náshdóí: Bobcat

Są bito’: San Juan River

‘shidá’í: Maternal uncle or “little father,” a term that reflects the special 
kinship relation between a mother’s brother and his nephews and nieces

shima: Mother

shimásání: Maternal grandmother; this can also mean a mother’s mother’s 
sister or a mother’s father’s sister (great aunts), as well as other older female 
clan relatives

t’áá dzígaidi: In the middle of nowhere

To’Hajiilee: Navajo community, formerly known as Cañoncito, not 
adjoining the larger Navajo Nation, about thirty miles west of Albuquerque; 
the Navajo phrase roughly translates in English as “dipping water”

Tsé Bit’a’í: Ship Rock

Tsoodził: Mount Taylor

yá’át’ééh: Hello; “it is good”

Star Terms

Átsé Ets’ózí: The First Slender One, or Orion

Haniibaazii Alnii Nabiiska: Half moon

Łees’áán yílzhódí: The Cake (baked in ash) That Is Dragged Along 
(leaving crumbs), or the Milky Way

Náhookòs Bi’áád: Female Revolving One, or Cassiopeia

Náhookòs Bi’kà’: Male Revolving One, or the Big Dipper

Náhookòs Bikò’: Central Fire, or Polaris, the North Star

So’ Dine’e: Constellations, the Star People

Tł’éé’honaa’éí: October moon

Yadilhil: Dome of night sky


